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The representation
of duckweed multiplying itself in a pond is used as a research
paradigm to study underestimation
of exponential growth. The advantage of this paradigm is that the growth process is presented in a direct non-numerical way. The results
show that the underestimation
observed in earlier studies where growth was presented
by means of tables or graphs, occurs in the pond-andduckweed
situation as well. By
manipulating the way the process is presented it is possible to obtain some insight into1
the sampling strategies used by the subjects when they subjectively extrapolate the
perceived processes. These experiments lead to the conclusion that subjects base their
extrapolations on three or four samples only.

1. Introduction

Many problems the *world as a whole is faced with are related to
growth. Economic growth and growing populations induce shortages
of space, energy, raw materials and food, and an increase of such
seemingly unrelated quantities as cost of living, pollution, crime rate,
rate of divorce and number of scientific publicatiolls. Usually these
processes start with an exponentially growing phase; later saturation
should occur, leading to a levelling off, thus producing the so-called
logistic curve (de Solla Price 1963). Since any attempt to control such
processes will depend on the cooperation of individual citizens some
* Requests for reprints should be sent to Dr. Willem A. Wagenaar, Institute for Perception TN8,
Kampweg 5, Soesterberg, The Netherlands.
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insight in the intuitive evaluation of exponential growth might contribute to the solution of growth problems.
In experiments reported before (Wagenaar and Sagaria 1975) it was
shown that exponential growth is considerably underestimated when
the processes are presented by means of tables or graphs. The general
finding was that people tend to extrapolate exponentially, that is with
a constant multiplier for successive steps, but with an exponent that is
too small. The real exponent was weighed with a factor 0.20 for tabular
presentation and 0.04 for graphical presentation. Neither mathematical
sophistication of the subjects nor experience with growth processes
\
changed this effect.
One important feature of tabular and graphical representat&ns is
that they exclude the element of time: a dynamite explosion develops
in microseconds; the process of milk boiling over occurs within a few
seco:zds; colonies of influenza bacilli develop within some hours; price
indices grow over years and populations accumulate over ages. Presentation of these processes by tables or graphs neglects these differences
because a large part of the history of a process is presented; moreover,
in reality people are often only confronted with the present state of a
process (cf. high prices, full parking lots, dirty rivers) while for the
history they have to rely on memory. Does this factor change the effect
of underestimation?
A study on the extrapolation of processes covering several years
(Wagenaar and Timmers 1978) showed a marked effect of whether or
not the past history was presented. In the present experiment the past
history is limited to a maximum of about five minutes.
Another aspect of tables and graphs is the quantitstive nature of the
representation; many processes do not present themselves in a pronounced quantitative way: one cannot directly count pollution of water,
and one normally will not count the number of cars involved in a traffic
jam. Therefore extrapolation of such processes is almost certainly not
mediated by simple mathematical algorithms. Does this exclusion
induce different strategies leading to different extrapolations? Or will
the model proposed by Wage1taa.r and Sagaria (constant underestimation of the exponent) also be valid for non-quantitative representations?
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Experiment 1
Method
Apparatus and stimuli
The basic experiment was inspired by the fable about the Chinese mandarin whT)
as a youth planted some duckweed in a pond. The duckweed doubled every five
years. When the mandarin wzs 70 years old he was quite satisfied to observe that
one eighth of the pond was covered. He did not realize tLat in the 1.5 years to come
one quarter, one half and finally ai! of the pond would be covereJ with weed. Never
during the process was the mandarin worried by the growth, although he had a lifetime of observations. A similar process was simulated on the scope display of a
PDP-8. The pond was a 10 X 10 cm square that could contain 256 small squares
(duckweeds) in rows of 16. The number of duckweeds (n) increased as a function
of time (t) according to:
n=ae

‘\ lob

Jd -a

(1)

In this formula n is an integer number, and t is time in seconds, running from 0 to d,
the time necessary to get the pond filied. Values of d used in this experiment were
60, 120, 240 or 480 sec. The completely filled pond was never shown to the Ss,
since the presentation was stopped at t,, = 023 d, 0.50 d or 0.67 d. According to
formula (1) we obtain n = 0 at t = 0 set; a was chosen such that n - 256 at t = d.
The valuesof b were h = 0.1,0.3 and 0.5; it shouid be kept in mind that these values
have no absolute meaning: if we omit the coefficient 10 in the exponent we would
obtain the same function by choosing b = 1,3 and 5 respectively. The value 10 was
chosen because this way the total time necessary to get Ihe pond filled could be
easily thought of as being subdivided into ten steps; thus comparability with
previous experiments on tabular and graphical representations was assured.
A trial started by presentation of the empty large square. Then the duckweeds
appeared starting left in the bottom row, fiIIing one row after the other. The time
between the appearances of duckweeds n and n + 1 is expressed by

At=ln

(2)

where n = ranknumber of the first duckweed of each pair. The longest interval
(43.6 set) occurs before the appearance of the first duckweed in the condition
b = 0.5, d = 480 sec. The shortest interval (0.2 set) is between the two f ;::a1 duckweeds in the condition B = 0.3, d = 60 set, fmax = 0.67 d.
the Ss had to indicate on a linear scale
When the presentation stopped at t,,
which proportion of the time d had elapsed. If they estimated that the additional
time needed to get the pond completely filled was about equal to the time consumed so far, they would place their marks halfway on the scale. The length of the
scale was 15 cm.
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d
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response scale
Fig. 1. The pond-andduckweed

paradigm. The number of squares has been accumulated according
10 (0.5) t

d
- 1.74, until1 t = 0.67 d (n = 47). The question now is:
how far arc;:we between the begin&g and the malment at which tJhepond will be compfietely
C&d? A subject who thinks that we are about haJfway (mark in the middle of the response
r&e) is assuming a growth function with b = 0.3. In that ease 0.3lO.5 = 60% of the exponent

to the function n = 1.74 e

is taken into accr?unt.

,

An example of the scoring method is presented in fig.1. The responses are
translated into scores on the assumption that the Ss will perceive the exponential
character of the process; only the value of the exponent may be misperceived. In
that case a response can be translated into the exponent of the growth func?ion
as they are perceived. The quotient of this value and the veridical exponent indicates
what proportion fl of thmzexponent is taken into account. Later on it will be shown
that the curvelinear growth was detected in all conditions.

The Ss were 36 male and female students from the State University of Utrecht.
They were paid Dfl. 25.~- for the completion of the experiment.

Procedure
AU Ss produced 36 estimates (3 values of b, 3 values of fmiUL,4 values of d, combined factoriahy). The conditions were presented according to a d&am-balanced
Latin square (Wagenaar 3969). After presentation
of the oral instruction it was
checked whether the S could use the response scale correctly (e.g. if their were told
that the additional time required to get the pond completely filled was one half of
the the elapsed thus far, they should put a mark at two thirds of the response
scale).
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ReSUltS
Results are presented in figs. 2 and 3. The effect of b (F2 70 = i 4.5, p < 0.01)
shows that the underestimation,
which is absent at b = 0.1, ikreases rapidly with

I

I

0.1

0.3

I

0.5
0.1
b = exponent

0.3

0.5

Fig, 2. Results of experiment 1; effects of tmax.

1 Zn
2 min”
L min
8 min..

0.4
0.5
Fig. 3. Results of experiment f.; effects of d.
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b; the previously reported values of 0 < 0.20 when b > 1.0 are well in line with
these results. The effect of fm,* was not significant (F2,70 = 1.99, p, > 0. lo), but
the interaction with Ss was highly significant (F70, ‘420 = 3.29, ip < 0.001). This
might mean that the effect of t,, which is marginally present in fig. 2a is obscured
by the results of a few Ss. After inspection of the raw responses it became obvious
that 13 Ss behaved very inconsistently; that is, within sets of three conditions that
varied only with respect to tutax, the ordering of responses was in no systematic
way related to the values of t,=. Since inspecting a longer period of the same
process should lead to a rightward shift on the response scade, such systematic
inconsistency can only mean that the S does not understand the t:rsk, or that the
criterion is shifted all the time. Omittance of these Ss does not artifactually induce
an effect oft-,
as it is quite possible that the remaining Ss responded consistently,
but with the same underestimation for all values of t,,. The results of the 23 consistent Ss are presented in fii.2b. For these Ss the effect of t,, is highly significant
(F2,4 = 8.44,~ < 0.001) but the interaction with b (F4, gg = 3.26, p KO.05) means
that the advantage of inspecting a larger proportion of a process is rapidly lost when
b increases. The effect of d (fig. 3a) was not significant (F3, 1o5 = 2.35, p > 0.05)
nor was the titerzction with b (Fg, 2x0 = 1.63, p > 0.10). As the interaction with
Ss was highly significant (i~los. 420 = 2.46, p <+O.OOi)the result i ~-:i:hr: 23 consistent
Ss were again analyzed separately. For these Ss (fig. 4b) both eriect:; s&eresignificant
New!nan(F3.,66 = 3.32, p < 0.05; Fs 132 = 3.3 1; p < 0.01). However, a p~~s?-J~oc
Keuls analysis (Winer 1962) revealed that the only effect of dIdration occurred
between the duration of 60 set and the others, and only for b = 0.1” The interaction
between tm, and d did not reach significance (F6,2lO < 1) not even for the cons&tent SS (F6, I32 < 1).
Discussion

The effect of underestimation of exponential growth is clearily demonstrated in
conditions where presentation is non-numerical and spread over time. The size of
the effect depends on the value of b;, the effect of t,, (the proportion inspected
before the extrapolation) is only significant when inconsistent Ss are excluded.
The marked overestimation of growth that occurred in the condition b = 0.1
might partiahy reflect the Ss’ need to use the total response scale; since the majority
of the marks fell in the left half of the scale the Ss might have been seduced to use
tharight-htid half in those conditions that were the least prone to underestimation.
What kind of model could accotint for these data or, in other words, what kind
of strategy could Ss employ? When they take into account only the most recent
situation as it is represented by n and tmax, and extrapolate from thereon in a
linear manner, the values of fi would be very close to zero, independently of b,
t,,
and d; Since thisisnot the case it is obvious that the Ss noticed that the growth
was not linear. This is further illustrated when the conditions (b = 0.3, tm, = 0.50 d)
and (a = 0.5, t,_ = 0.67 d) are compared, In both conditions the display is stopped
at N = 47 (18.4%). On the average the marks on the response scale were placed at
re~sctively 41% and SO%,thtis reflecting the impact of the non-linear components
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TWO distinctly differing strategies could lead to some sort of growth estimation;
we will call these strategies time sampling and quantity sampling. Ia time sampling
the process is sampled after x, 2.x, 3x . . . etc. updatings; the basic information then
consists of a series of ever shortening time intervals. In quantity sampling the
process IS sampled at regular time intervals; the basic information then consists of a
series of ever increasing quantities.
In the two following experiments it is attempted to discriminate between these
strategies by manipulating the frequency at which the display is updiated. in experiment 2 (fig. 4a) the display is updated every I,2 or 4 duckweeds. We will cali this variable blocksize. The information contained in every updating is the time interval
between the updatings. When Ss employ a time sampling strategy the effect of increased blocksize is a reduction af information along the whole trajectory. When, instead,
Ss employ a quantity sampling strategy the effect of increased blocksize is quite
detrimental at the beginning of the presentation, but small at the end; this variable
effect of blocksize will depend very much on the values of b and t,,.
Hence, if
manipulation of blocksbe interferes with the Ss’ strategy at all, an interaction with
would indicate a quantity sampling strategy.
I, and t,,
In experiment 3 (see fig. 4b) the display is updated at regular time intervals.
Now the effects of the two sampling strategies become reversed: if Ss use a time

sampling strategy they will get more and more deprived of infjorm&tion as the
process goes on, dependent on the values of b and t,,.
Hence, if reduction of
the number of updatings has any effect at all, an interaction with b and t,, would
indicate a time sampling strategy.

the proce-
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Experiment 2
The basic set-up and the choice of parameters were the same as described before.
Duration (J) was excluded as an &dependent variable; instead it was randomly
varied between 100 and 200 set, in order to exclude the possibility that the correct
response is obtained by responding in proportion to presentation time. The new
element in this experiment was that updating occurred every 1,2 or 4 dluckweeds.
The number of updatings (including the empty pond as a starting configuration)
varied from 3 (b = 0.5, tmax = 0.3W, blocksize = 4) to 145 (b = 0.1, t,,, = 0.676,
blocksize = 1). Increasing block&e still further was not possible as the number of
updatings should never be below 3.

Apparatus and stimuli

Apart from the variable blocksize, the stimulus situation was as in experiment 1.
Subjects
The Ss were 31 male and female students from the State University of Utrecht.
They were paid Dfl. 25,- for the completion of the experiment.
Procedure

Factorial combination of the variables b, t,= and blocksize yields 27 conditions. All Ss worked through the 27 conditions twice in three sessions of 18 trials.
Block&e was only changed between sessions. The order of presentation within
sessions was random; assignment of Ss to session orders was’also random. In order
to reduce the frequency of inconsistent responses, the Ss’ understanding of the
instruction was checked carefully.
Results

An overview of the results is presented in fig. 5. First it should be noticed that
the results resemble those presented in fig. 2b. The effects of b, t,,, ard their
interaction were highly significant (F2 60 = 25.70, p < 0.001; F2, 60 = 34.90,
p < 0.001; F4, 1~ = 4.83, p < 0.01). do Ss showed marked and systematic inconsisteacies. The main effect of blocksize was insignificant (F2 6o < 1). First and
second presentation of the processes was not a source of v&iation (Fl, 30 < 1).
The presentation of all block&e conditions to all Ss might have introduced a range
effect (Poulton 1975) thus obscuring a possible effect of block&e. This was not
the case, however, as is shown from a separate analysis of first sessions only: the
effect of blocksize was still insignificant (Fz, 21 < 1). As explained before, btocksize, though not significant as a main effect, might interact with b and t,n, when
Ss use a quantity sampling strategy. Neither the first order interactions between
b and block.sizc, t,,
and block&e, nor the second order interaction between b,
t,,
and bloicksize, were significant however (F4,120 < 1; F4,120 < 1; F&240 < 1).
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Fig. 5. Resultsof experiment 2; effectsof blocksizeand t,,ax.
Discussion

The main conclusions of experiment I are confirmed. Concealment of the microstructure of the process by increasing blocksize did not have any effect on the
P-scores; obviously Ss do not use that sort of detailed information. Since no effects
of blocksize were observed we cannot decide between time sampling and quantity
sampling strategies.
The information used by the Ss must be very rough indeed, as even in the conditions b = 0.5, t,, = 0.33d no effect is observed when the number of updkltings is
reduced to three only (see fig. 7a). The conclusion can be drawn that Ss either use
a time sampling strategy or a quantity sampling strategy based only on the beginning,
the middle and the end ojf the displayed growth functiens.

Experiment 3
The idea of this experiment was to reduce the information presented to the Ss
by presenting 3, 5 or 7 data points with equal time intervals. The presentation of
the empty pond was counted as the first updating. Example: in the case of three
updatings and t,, = O.Sod updating occurred at t = 0 set, 025d and OSW. As in
experiment 2, d was randomly chosen from the open interval 100 to 200 set; the
time interval between updaitings varied from 5.6 set (7 updatings, t,, = 0.33d,
d = 100 set) to 66.7 set (3 updatings, t,, = 0.67d, d = 200 SC).
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Apparatus and stimuli
Apart From the variable number
experiment 1.

of updatings,

the stimulus situation

problem

was as in

Subjects
The Ss were 30 male and femalu students from the State University of Utrecht.
They were paid Dfl. 25,-- for the compEetion of the experiment.
Procedure
FactoriAlI combination of the variables b, t,,
and number of updatings yields
27 conditions. All Ss worked through all 27 conditions twice in three sessions of
18 trials. ‘Number of updatings was changed only between sessions. The order of
presentation within sessions was random, and so was assignment of Ss to session
orders.
Results
The results are presented in fii. 6. Again the effects of b, t,,x and their interaction
were significant (Fz, 5g = 40.6, p < 0.001; F2,sg = 3.91, p < 0.05; F4,116 = 5.47,
p < 0.001). The b X tmaxinteraction shows again that the advantage of long inspection times disappears when the growth gets faster.

.

20- t

\

I

I

3 upclattngs

I

I

I

5 updat mgs

I

1

I

7 updating,

Fig. 6. Results of experiment 3; effects of number (ofupdatings and F-.
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The main effect of number of updatings was kighly significant (F2 5g = 9.08,
The average scores were fl = 1.09, 0.6 7, 0.59 for 3, 5 and 5 updatings
respectively, against 0.86 in experiment 1 and 0.92 in experiment 2. The interactions
.
.
of this effect with b, f,,
and b X t max never reached significance (F+ I16 = 1.55,
P > 0.10; F4, 116 = 1.09, p > 0.30; Fs 232 = 1.75, p > 0.05). First vs. second
presentation of the stimuli again did not yield a significant difference (F1, 29 < 1).

p < 0.001).

Discussion

The resultsshow that underestimation of growth becomes worse when the number
of updatings increases from 3 to 7: the more information, the worse the extrapolation. This effect can also be observed in every-day life when changes are more
readily detected by people that have been away a long time. The absence of significant interactions with b and t,,
suggests that the Ss used a quantity sampling
strategy.
HOW could it happen that the scores of experiment
3 were lower than in the
previous experiments
when the number of updatings increased? One possible
explanation is that in experiment
1 and 2 Ss always selected the same sampling
rate, irrespective of the variable block&e. In experiment 3, however, samples are
presented at regular intervals and that is the way Ss tend to sample. Consequently
they might adopt the sampling rate imposed by the experimenter.
From experiment 2 we knew already that the sampling rate voluntarily chosen
by the Ss might be low. On the assumption that the effect of updating rate is to
influence the sampling rate chosen by the Ss we may interpret fig. 7a to mean that
the natural sampling rate chosen by an S is about 3 or 4. Is this number hdependent
of f,,. 3 If not, one would predict the number of samples used in the condition
b = 0.5, t,,, = 0.67d to be 6 or 8. Fig. 7b suggests that the sampling rate in the
latter condition is still below 6, and presumably 3 or 4. Thu3 it is indicated that the
number of samples taken is unrelated to the proportion of the process that is

_a___ __-_-----.

exp.2 ------------I
0 exp. 1

number of updatings

Fig. 7. A comparison across three experiments. FLeductionof the number of updatings had a
marked effect in experiment 3, and not in experiment2.
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presented. As the S does not know this proportion in advance, samples must be
chosen from memory, after presentation of the growth process. What will actually
happen is that the S monitors the process until the presentation stops, then three
quantity samples are taken [the beginning, which is just the empty pond; one
sample somewhere from the middle; the end which is the number of duckweeds
last shown) and then the function describing these three data points is extrapolatedl.
The descriptive value of this model may appear from the following thought
experiment, Take three samples from the condition b = OS, t,,, = OSod: 0 (thle
beginning), 4 (n at t = 0.25d) and 19 (n at t = OSQd). If we extrapolate by keeping
the difference of differences constant (that is: fitting the quadratic polynomial) we
reach n = 256 after 3.5 times the display time; the subjective estimate would be
that we are at l/3.5 is 29% of the total time needed to get the pond filled. The
point t = 0.29d, n = 19 lies on an exponential function (Equation I) with b = 0.3.
The exponent is therefore weighed with 0 = 0.3/0.5 = 0.6 which coincides closely
with the experimental data for the condition b = 0.5. In a similar way we obtain
fl = 0.9 for b = 0.1 and 0 = 0.06 for b = 1.O (which fits nicely with the data presented
by Wagenaar and Sagaria).
As a logical consequence of impose d higher sampling rates Ss are confronted
with smaller differences between successive samples. When Ss judge growth on the
basis of differences it is quite possible that the small differences occurring when
data points are interpolated obscure the growrlh. This could be brought about by
some sort of threshold mechanism: if higher-ord.er effects (differences of differences,
and so 03) are too small they might be omitted. Higher-order effects are alway:s
s-mailer when the sampling becomes more fine-grained.
Some supporting evidence was presented by Timmers and Wagenaar (1977) who
showed that decreasing exponential functions are much better extrapolated than
increasing ones. This difference provides some additional support for our conclusion
that Ss employ a quantity sampling strategy. The result of quantity sampling and
time sampling are respectively a series of ever mcreasing quantitkes and a series of
ever decreasing time intervals. It would hs hard to understand the large effectsof
underesttimation observed in the present experiments, if Ss extrapolate on the basis
of a decreasing series of time intervals.

General conchsion
The underestkmation of exponential growth reported before is not
limited to situations in which the process is presented by means of
tables. and graphs; when the process is presented as it develops in
time, subjects underestimate the growth to the same exteqt, except
when the growth is almost linear.
It helps a little when a larger part of the process is inspected by the
subjects, but the advantage disappears quickly when the exponent
increases above 0.1,
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The experiments on vatiable blocksize and updating frequency suggest
that subjects use a quantity sampling strategy and that they use only
three samples for extrapolation of the process.
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